Mayday – Where Now?

Once again this year direct action orientated, largely anarchist, protests on Mayday, unsanctioned by the state, made headline news, especially in London. So routine has this become that it is difficult to remember that it was only in 1999 that the process of reclaiming Mayday began.

Mayday has become the one time in the year when anarchism, or more pointedly anarchists, receive widespread coverage of their activities. That of course is a part of the problem. Another is that much of the attention is negative, portraying us as largely violent hooligans, not least in articles written by those employed to recuperate our ideas (liberals such as Vidal and Monbiot for instance). Yet in the years 2000 to 2002, despite the negative coverage and the state’s disinformation, our activities received a large degree of support. This resulted in significant numbers turning out to clearly anti-capitalist and anti-state protests. It also led to a massive overreaction from the cops, media and politicians. Radio chat shows, phone-ins and newspaper letter columns were filled with supportive comments from the wider population. All this seemed to reflect the growing disenchantment of people with the formal political process and it’s media spin-doctors.

This year saw more of the same, but on a much lesser scale. This partly reflected the concerns of the state and ruling class in the face of the massive anti-war protests and a slight increase in workers struggles, hence the need to play down protests (as evidenced by the non-reporting of many anti-war direct actions, and the offensive against the fire-fighters). It also reflected the fact that this year the media had far more important matters to concern themselves with, such as the war on Iraq. At the same time the demonisation of Mayday protests was much sharper and focused, potential participants were referred to from the outset as rioters, and the events as riots, despite the fact that none of the previous Mayday protests resulted in a single prosecution for riot. Indeed the level of violence and damage caused over the previous years has been no greater than a typical Saturday night in central London, and has certainly never approached the level of, say, Millwall’s last home game of the 2001/2 football season. Bizarrely, and probably unconsciously, the media picked up on the fact that people opposed the war on Iraq precisely because they oppose senseless violence, suffering and destruction. So in a twisted and hypocritical way they portrayed the Mayday protests as likely to result in exactly that. 

Meanwhile, the London Mayday Collective operated off a very short organisational run in to the day. Given the intense level of anti-war activity this was unavoidable, although the failure to publicise the initial meetings was not. The Collective, correctly in our view, focused its activities on this capitalist war, and on two of the engines of capitalism driving the pursuit of war – the arms and oil industries. It gambled on the recent anti-war anger fuelling much greater dissent on Mayday. Sadly this was a miscalculation, so whilst the column inches of negative media was less this year, so was the positive response to it, and so was the turnout on the day.

Within the movement we can discern four main responses to Mayday. The first is localism. The argument here is that we should do something in ‘our community’ rather than in central London.  Leaving to one side the question of whether there can be said to be any community under the rule of capital, we see no contradiction between ongoing local activity and participation in occasional mass actions. There are many who have had no difficulty combining the two. 

The second objection is that the Mayday event is not focused on class struggle. In this view class struggle is seen to be exclusively strikes and workplace activity and, when you scratch the surface, all too often reveals a belief that trade unions are the organisations of the working class. Logically therefore we should attend the trade union march.  As revolutionaries, we reject the idea that the unions represent the class, what they actually represent is a layer of labour bureaucracy. The trade union march is as irrelevant as it was five years ago and - alongside the Countryside Alliance march - it remains the only demonstration promoted by the state. We support the idea in principle that there should be a revolutionary Mayday event as an alternative to the reformist march.

A third strand is to view Mayday as a pointless (or at least ill-thought out) one-off confrontation with the state, on their territory playing into their hands, which to a degree it was. The counterpoint to this is the need to ‘do something now’. After all London Mayday brought 3-4000 protesters out, at numerous actions, taking our opposition to the front doors of the ruling capitalist class, saying fuck you despite the threats.  It is this last point of view that held sway within the Collective for the last two years, with the result that discussion of the political and even strategic aims of Mayday are pushed firmly into the background whilst consideration is given only to immediate tactical concerns.

 As supporters of Mayday actions, we back the view that Mayday is both an important day to celebrate historical working class struggles, as well as a focus for expressing our solidarity and desires in the here and now. There does however need to be a much wider debate on the politics we seek to put forward, the strategic aims of our movement and in how we combine this in action.  In this sense, Mayday cannot be seen in isolation, but rather as symptomatic of the problems facing the anti-capitalist movement as a whole.
	
It has been suggested that the working class doesn’t want to protest on Mayday, but more likely is the fact that most proletarians don’t see it as a high enough priority compared to other pressures on their time. Despite the lengthy (but off-on and mostly top-down controlled) fire-fighters dispute, class struggle remains at a low level. Equally, after months of anti-war and other protests, many protesters were worn out, and many more dispirited given the failure to stop the war and it’s disastrous outcomes. Amidst the post-war chaos and destruction, it is easy to forget the many positive aspects of the anti-war struggle, not least the re-emergence of young people on to the political battleground. However in retrospect, it is not surprising that the likelihood of spending a day being chased and penned in, and possibly battered and arrested by cops in central London, doesn’t look very enticing. Either way, that is no reason to stop marking such an important day in working class history. However, after five years of anti-capitalist, largely anarchist, attempts to reclaim Mayday, clearly we are at a point where we need to stop and think about both the validity of the protests and the way we organise them (or rather why so few anarchists and communists do actually organise them).

Back in 1999, the first of the modern day alternative London Mayday protests was organised by individuals from two groups, Reclaim the Streets and West London Anarchists & Radicals. The initiative was influenced by three main objectives. Firstly, with the emergence of the anti-capitalist movement, they sought to orientate it more closely to class struggle politics by linking in to current struggles (i.e. the tube workers) and by celebrating the episode of working class history that is Mayday. Secondly, bored with the tedious A to B march of the traditional lefty dominated trade union event, they sought to harness the imagination and creativity of the new layers of protesters to create an event that would be both effective, fun, and appealing to others. The third objective, which was better reflected in Mayday 2000 (and previously at Bradford in 1998), was to bring together the various anarchist, direct action and anti-capitalist groups in creating an event that was ours, that was not just a reaction to the latest attacks by the ruling class, but that happened on our terms at a time and place of our choosing.

There is no doubt that, to date, 2000 represented a highpoint in the various individuals, groups and federations working together. Since then this collective working has fallen away again, and not just around Mayday, although we hope this will change, and we believe the changes at Freedom are a sign of the start of this. There are many reasons, probably a books worth, but here’s a brief summary. Mayday 2000 was originally to be called ‘A Festival of Anarchist Ideas and Action’, but following a tense London Mayday Collective meeting ‘anti-capitalist’ was substituted for ‘anarchist’. This was grudgingly accepted at the time by many of the class struggle anarchists involved (and doing much of the donkeywork), but others believed that the change of emphasis was worth it in the interests of inclusivity and broadening the movement. Certainly, it would have been impossible otherwise to achieve anything on the scale of 2000 (critical mass, historical walk, two day conference, day of action) and also that the actions themselves in confronting the state and ruling class head on were in any case worthwhile. 

What could not have been foreseen was the intense level of state and media interest. The conference, which took place under police surveillance, was in retrospect quite extraordinary. Some of those involved felt the heat more intensely than others as the state began their failed attempts to seek out informers. The media interest, and more importantly the misrepresentation of our ideas and our inability to respond effectively to this, caused many to question the validity of an event which seemed to spiral out of our control, although some were happy to surf the media wave whilst becoming increasingly detached from the Collective.

Unfortunately subsequently many of those of both sides of the debate distanced themselves from the annual reconvening of the London Mayday Collective, with only some individuals and not their groups remaining formally involved in the planning process, although many still turned up on subsequent Maydays. The class struggle anarchists used the liberalisation of Mayday 2000 as an excuse not to be involved, but this has simply led to their isolation from the wider movement. The decline of Reclaim the Streets has also been a major factor.

In retrospect, we do see the liberalisation of 2000 as a lost opportunity for the class struggle revolutionary movement. Political differences were underestimated and there was a subsequent lack of honesty in addressing them. Indeed, it is noticeable that the ‘Reflections’ pamphlet published after the event contained almost exclusively articles on ‘What I did on Mayday’, rather then generate any debate. Factionalism, particularly prevalent in London, has played a part, as has the inherent defensiveness of various groups and federations to criticism and change. Additionally, the temporary nature of much of the movement, especially in London, it’s tendency towards lifestylism, added to it’s lack of basic agreement and adherence to class struggle politics (even lack of politics), has proved to be an ongoing barrier to greater cohesiveness across the movement, or movements.

As a result, and as well as the intense activity of many activists in anti-war and other work, the 2003 London Mayday Collective was not only smaller, but represented a much narrower section of the movement. From the outset there was a lack of political discussion, with many activists seemingly content to accept that there is broad agreement, but this led to many disagreements being papered over. While true that time was short, this became used as an excuse to avoid addressing this state of affairs.  On the one hand, many seem to have only the vaguest critique of capitalist social relations and are consequently unwilling to subject this to further critique. Others, no doubt aware of the fragile unity that exists within the movement, do not press the issue. Again this is symptomatic of the wider problems we face. A further problem stemmed from the lack of structure. Whilst agreements appeared to have been reached and decisions taken at Collective meetings, many were overturned in subgroups or, worst of all, in informal groups outside of the decision making process. This led to the main debates, including the imagery and wording of the propaganda (which we will discuss later) or indeed the actions themselves being conducted by email, a useless medium for collective decision-making. Whilst there is no doubt that this was in part due to a lack of activists with time on their hands and the skills to do what was needed, resulting in a concentration of tasks and decisions on a very few people - and ‘leadership’ by default - this is not the whole story.

Another reason for the narrowing of the Collective in subsequent years could be a growing perception of Mayday (among other big “days” out) with a failure of its aspirations. Rather than acting as a hub to co-ordinate imaginative and inspirational alternatives to capitalism, using direct action; the actions selected to embark upon have ended up being dictated by the cops. While the police have been perfecting the methods of public order crowd control in recent years, we have so far been unable to respond to these restrictions. Instead we continue to employ similar tactics to the ones that might have worked in blocking a street for a party six years ago, but have been made redundant by this new reality. Moreover, we have failed to adequately think our way around being part of a small crowd that’s going nowhere fast. 

It’s difficult to see what can be done here, other than not get into the situation in the first place! But this fails to answer our predicament. As we have seen over the last three years on Mayday, once contained, the primary focus shifts, becoming instead a running battle trying to outwit the cops, occasionally ending up in fisty cuffs. For some, this does not necessarily present a problem, as rucking with the cops ends up becoming a yardstick for success in itself, a result. But it is an inadequate response, both tactically and in terms of our numerical strength. And it is not sustainable. For others, there is a different experience of Mayday. One that is characterised by boredom, frustration and not being in control of events. Feelings that sum up and enforce much of our daily experience of life within capitalism. Not the kind of objective for Mayday we set out months before to plan and facilitate, surely? 

The lesson here seems clear: if the police are able to manage the outcome of our events, it’s time to rethink the form of event to begin with, whom we wish to engage with, and how we wish to engage with them. 

Which brings us to the propaganda, such as it was. We feel that little attempt was made to explain the politics of the event or to inject any revolutionary perspective by way of leaflet or paper. The imagery focused on the ‘black bloc’ (never a significant part of the UK scene), with pictures of masked up young men in macho poses. There was none of the ambiguity of previous years, no sense of fun and playfulness. Some comrades independently produced a leaflet aimed at explaining the roots of the event and the ongoing tradition of class solidarity. This was well received by passers by on the day, many of whom were naturally curious. It is a shame that the Collective as a whole did not consider such a leaflet a necessary priority. 

Of the prop that was produced by the Collective (a map with targets across central London), despite the dusting over of situationist-derived language, we were encouraged to reproduce the kind of alienated political practice that would have Debord turning in his grave. Without a trace of irony the “hardcore” radical staring out from the stickers and map served only to reinforce the separation of political action into something that should only be carried out by the specialists.  

Yet despite all this, we still believe the Mayday actions to have been worthwhile, and a relative success, and despite our disagreements we acknowledge the commitment and courage under fire of those involved.

So where next for Mayday? We believe it is not sustainable in its present form, although we remain committed to its original objectives, just as we remain committed to the long-term revolutionary objective of smashing capitalism for a world of peace and freedom. Arguments about Mayday reflect many of the problems facing revolutionaries, and are sharpened by the present worldwide conflicts and attacks of the ruling class. If Mayday is to continue it needs to be more than an ad hoc collection of individuals, brought together through informal networks and occasional email invites to meeting (and we are guilty of this failing as much as anyone else). It will need to be adopted as an objective by the wider movement with a clearer political basis and tactical focus. That means hard work – networking, discussing, honesty - and a breaking down of factional barriers to open up the process.

If it continues in its present form, we foresee numbers continuing to fall away from future organising collectives, if there is no room to reconcile difference, diversity and the “i” word: inclusivity. We think it is possible both to maintain a libertarian and revolutionary base, whilst allowing for different perspectives. Difficult granted, but possible we think and moreover, absolutely necessary. 

In looking forward it is essential that everyone concerned in the process next time do not ignore the need to clarify our objectives: 

1. What we want to achieve? 
2. How do we intend to achieve it? 
3. How do these objectives get communicated? – assuming we are looking for wider endorsement and attendance at a future mayday event.

Before winding itself up, the London Mayday Collective held a post-Mayday debrief, that also looked forwards. There will be a number of meetings towards the end of this year to discuss Mayday 2004. There now needs to be a wide debate on the content of Mayday, bearing in mind that it does not fall on a working day for the next three years. Perhaps the time has come to reclaim Mayday again.





 




 

